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Data are provided by the OECD NEA IRPhE/ICSBE Projects on the understanding that whenever the use of the data results in a publication (in a journal, conference proceedings, laboratory report, book etc.), the IRPhEP/ICSBEP Handbook and the authors shall be acknowledged and properly cited in the publication.

Authors are advised to cite the latest version of the handbook, regardless of the year of the original inclusion, whether the reference applies to the whole collection of evaluations or an individual one. The following reference examples are generic, followed by specific citing forms that are widely used in major scientific journals.

General Reference Form:

ICSBEPI Handbooke:


IRPhEP Handbook:


ICSBEPI Individual Evaluation:


IRPhEP Individual Evaluations:


1 It is important to note that not all editions of the handbook feature ISBN number, hence use, if applicable.
Specific Reference Styles:

Handbooks:

Harvard style (Elsevier):

IEEE style (IEEE):

Iopart style (IOP Publishing):

Individual Evaluations:

Harvard style (Elsevier):

IEEE style (IEEE):

Iopart style (IOP Publishing):